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About This Content

Affliction

Developer Toolkit DLC:

Custom Characters - Use Over 10 Characters Directly From Affliction In Your Games!

Custom Items - Use Items And Props From Affliction In Your World!

Custom Entities - Use Entities And Scenery From Affliction To Enhance Your Environments!

Custom Sound Effects - Gain Access To Over 20 Different Sound Effects From Affliction To Use For Your Own
Purposes!

Dozens Of Custom Scripts - Use Over 40 Scripts From Affliction In Your Very Own Projects!

NOTE: In order to use this DLC, you must have a game creation engine application or similar tool!
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It works as advertised and works really well but at 1080p this is a pretty niche tool. Making old games look bigger and pixel
perfect sounds like an incredibly appealing thing, and it is, but the reality is that a lot of old titles either don't work with
windowed mode (not even with DXWnd) or, depending on the game, will have very large user interfaces that make the actual
"gameplay" area feel really cramped. You could crop the image, but then you'll lose stuff, or you COULD try upscaling to things
other than integers... but at that point this tool only does something your GPU can do natively anyway: scale things up while
maintaining the aspect ratio but not quite that pixel perfect look.

Where this tool actually works brilliantly however is with stuff that cannot be resized at all or not resized without looking
crappy, like indie japanese games, flash games and other things like that. From RPGs like Machina of the Planet Tree, cult
classic horror games like Ao Oni and myriad visual novels; Many of these games run in tiny 640x480 windows that cannot be
resized any other way outside being stretched to fullscreen. Lossless Scaling makes these games in particular look great and I
honestly would say it's a must-have to the point I'm surprised the store page doesn't advertise that particular use.

All in all a very specialized tool but one that that I think will only grow in value with time and as resolutions keep getting bigger
and bigger.

. The game is making alot of progress. There is still a steep learning curve and the lack of creating twine is difficult for
beginners lol. Nice game m8. I guess someone is interested in this game not being successful because the hate comments I've
read are based on plain lies.
- This is a full game, not a beta or 20% finished product.
- Graphics are good, I am running it at 2560 x 1080. Did not need to do anything it just detected the native resolution
- It runs smoothly, no complains at all.
- Shame about the online option not working, I did not know that. :-(
- Some are saying the game only displays in French (?) seriously guys... it's in English

It works well. I played for an hour and I did some of the basic training and played some casual matches. The game is fun, and
the movements and everything works just fine! I'm sure I'll find some bugs when I play more, exactly like any other game I own.
But this bsh*t about being 20% finished smells a lot like a campaign aimed at the developer for whatever the reason.. Enemies
stay outside your VR area and just do the same two attacks. As a result I damaged my controller.

Underwhelming gameplay, graphics, animations, and not worth the price.. So, I downloaded 8 touhou games from the internet.
Urban Legend in Limbo, the unexpanded version of this game, is not being released on steam, so I got that and some other older
games.

I also got this one, intending to buy it.

This is a ♥♥♥♥ing downgrade.

ZUN. ZUN! How the hell did you do this?

Spellcards were a good part of ULiL. It also told you in the config menu how to use them. This game? HA! Nope! That bar at
the corner may aswell be ♥♥♥♥ing mocking you.

Aside from that, the controls feel stiff. Like, ULiL felt fluid, and fun to play.

This game is neither of those things.

I ended up having to be forced to buy this steaming pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥because the version I downloaded came with no patcher,
and as such, the english patch I used was incredibly broken. So I reluctantly got it.

I still hated this game.

Sorry, but just don't waste time with this. Buy it if you want to support ZUN, but when you buy it, just go download ULiL off of
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Moriya Shrine instead.

EDIT: Recently started playing again. Game was better than I remembered. As such, this is now reccomended.
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the only fun part of this game was clicking the screen and hearing the click sound from the side of the screen i clicked on. Silo 2
is a fairly decent program warned the lines of beginners than anything, however they may find a number of things to hold the
lack of tutorials and support, overall it is a decent model program for its price.. Interesting game!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/a25bdcf_QB4. Very fun game, getting good deals is addictive :D. An interesting passtime to mix worms and
golf.. A fun little platformer presented with nice graphics style and calming music. The concept is this: you are a Moon Spirit
(or something along those line) and you have to get back to the moon. The 6 solutions are unique and entertaining. The game
does not overstay it\u2019s welcome and if you want plus challenge there\u2019s a seventh way to get to the moon which
requires precise and high platforming skills. Definitely recommended.
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